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I. Executive Summary
The Commonwealth’s Secretary of Labor (previously the Commonwealth’s Chief Workforce Advisor to
the Governor) is submitting this report pursuant to Chapter 56 of the 2020 Acts of Assembly and Chapter 552 of
the 2021 Acts of Assembly . The 2020 legislative mandate directed the Secretary to convene a workgroup to
review the Commonwealth’s public works payment process to contractor employees to determine whether
misclassification, payroll fraud, and other forms of wage theft are prevalent problems on Virginia public works
contracts. In finding that they were, the workgroup was also tasked with identifying potential policies and
process improvements to correct such issues.
The Secretary is required to submit the final report on potential strategies to combat labor law violations
on state contracts to the Chairs of the House Appropriations Committee and Senate Finance and Appropriations
Committee no later than October 1, 2021.
The workgroup was composed of representatives from the House Appropriations and Senate Finance
and Appropriations Committees, Virginia public colleges and universities, labor organizations representing
affected workers, the general contractor and subcontractor business community, and the relevant state regulatory
and enforcement agencies. Additional subject matter experts were consulted as needed. The group met four
times in total to review the Commonwealth’s public works payment process, analyze strategies for potential
implementation, and discuss their impacts on relevant stakeholders.
The Secretary also solicited public comment through an online survey that received 57 responses on
behalf of relevant state regulatory and enforcement agencies, industry associations, and worker advocacy
organizations. A summary of the responses is provided in Appendix C.
In addition, the Secretary commissioned a study from George Mason University (GMU) of applicable
labor laws across 11 states to identify statutes in both law and regulation that could inform this report’s
recommendations. A summary of the findings are outlined in Section III, and the full multi-state survey is
provided in Appendix D.
The following recommendations were developed based on feedback from the workgroup, public
comment, and external research. Each is associated with several policies that the Virginia Governor and General
Assembly may consider to prevent the violation of labor laws related to wage theft and misclassification on
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state public works projects. Implementation considerations and budgetary implications are outlined where
applicable.

Recommendations
1. The Commonwealth should take full advantage of debarment as a tool for preventing individuals
or firms that willfully and repeatedly violate state labor laws from participating on future public
works projects. Policies for consideration include: A) expanded grounds for debarment, B) federal
debarment reciprocity, and C) the extension of debarment to other relevant entities.

2. The Commonwealth should establish processes and mechanisms for more strategic enforcement of
labor law violations on state public works projects. Policies for consideration include: A) an
interagency advisory council, B) enhanced data sharing, C) enforcement of Virginia’s labor laws through
the Virginia Fraud Against Taxpayers Act, D) a centralized repository for subcontractor information, and
E) proactive auditing of contractor data.

3. The Commonwealth should require firms to certify compliance with relevant labor laws as a
minimum standard for contracting with the state. Policies for consideration include: A) a monthly
certified payroll requirement, and B) required compliance with state and federal labor laws.

4. The Commonwealth should bolster its complaint-based enforcement model by ensuring that
workers know their rights and are more easily able to submit a complaint. Policies for
consideration include: A) an online reporting method for worker complaints, and B) an outreach
campaign to workers and employers.

5. The Commonwealth should develop standards for the use of independent contractors on state job
sites to prevent misclassification before it occurs. Policies for consideration include: A) an
independent contractor waiver requirement and B) an independent contractor registration requirement.

6. Policies requiring further research and consideration are outlined at the conclusion of Section IV.
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II. Background
Labor Law Violations in the Commonwealth
The negative effects of labor law violations such as worker misclassification and wage theft reverberate
across the economy. While hard-working Virginians are defrauded of the pay and benefits that they rely on to
provide for their families, employers playing by the rules are left at a disadvantage. This results in less tax
revenue for the state while non-compliant businesses enjoy significant payroll cost savings. In the case of
misclassification, for example, research shows that a Virginia employer in the construction industry stands to
save an estimated 26 percent over law-abiding competitors by engaging in this illegal practice.1
The Virginia General Assembly first acknowledged the importance of these issues in 2011 when it
adopted Senate Joint Resolution 345, which directed the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission
(JLARC) to examine the prevalence and effects of misclassification in the Commonwealth. The resulting report
served as the basis for later efforts by the Virginia Governor, legislators, and policy leaders to address this and
other forms of wage theft head on. The Inter-Agency Taskforce on Worker Misclassification and Payroll Fraud,
established by Governor Northam’s Executive Order 38 and led by the Governor’s Secretaries of Labor and of
Commerce and Trade, released 11 recommendations in 2019 to support Virginia workers in receiving the pay,
workplace protections, and benefits they have rightly earned.
Governor Northam and Virginia General Assembly members have since worked diligently to strengthen
the laws that protect the Commonwealth’s workers from wage theft. Below is an overview of the expanded
protections that were established during the 2020 legislative session as a result of the Governor’s Interagency
Taskforce Report.2 Information on Tax and DOLI’s enforcement of these laws to date can be found in Appendix
B.
HB 123 and SB 838: The Wage Theft Law, signed by Governor Northam on April 12, 2020, allows
employees to either individually or collectively sue their employers for unpaid wages, a private right of action
not previously available under Virginia law. Following its enactment on July 1st, 2020, DOLI received

1

Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission (VA), 2012, Review of Employee Misclassification in Virginia, Commonwealth of
Virginia, Pg. iii, http://jlarc.virginia.gov/pdfs/reports/Rpt427.pdf.
2
Inter-Agency Taskforce on Misclassification and Payroll Fraud (VA), 2019, Report for Executive Order 38 (EO38),
https://www.governor.virginia.gov/media/governorvirginiagov/governor-of-virginia/pdf/Final_Worker-Misclassification-Report.pdf.
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enhanced authority that allows the agency to investigate suspected wage theft cases that are uncovered in
unrelated investigations.
In addition to owed wages and interest, a worker found to have been the victim of wage theft is now
entitled to compensation for reasonable attorney’s fees. In cases where wage theft was committed knowingly,
employees can recover up to triple damages, and employers can face criminal charges up to a felony depending
on the scale of the offense. General contractors operating in the construction industry are now also held jointly
and severally liable for wage theft claims made against their subcontractors.
HB 1407 and SB 744 Misclassification Omnibus: Effective January 1, 2021, HB 1407 states that an
individual performing services for an employer for remuneration is assumed to be an employee of the party that
pays them unless it has been demonstrated that the individual is an independent contractor. To further protect
Virginians, the law also prohibits employers from requesting that workers sign an agreement embracing a
misclassified status or otherwise inaccurately reflecting the employment relationship.
The Department of Taxation is responsible for making determinations around independent contractor
status in conformance with the guidelines laid out by the Internal Revenue Service. All occurrences of
misclassification by the same employer within 72 hours will be treated as a single offense. If found to be in
violation, employers will be subject to an escalating set of penalties.
Under the new law, a finding of misclassification is particularly impactful for contractors competing for
public dollars. Following repeated determinations of noncompliance by the Department of Taxation, all public
bodies will be prohibited from awarding a contract to violating employers for up to one year for a second
offense and up to three years for subsequent offenses.
HB 1199 and SB 662 Retaliation: Effective July 1, 2020, the signing of HB 1199 protects employees
and independent contractors who report misclassification from professional retribution. Workers facing illegal
retaliation may file a complaint with the Commissioner of DOLI, who can institute remedies including
reinstatement and lost wages following an administrative process.
SB 894 and HB 984 Misclassification Cause of Action: Effective July 1, 2020, an individual who has
not been properly classified as an employee may bring civil action for damages against his or her employer for
failing to properly classify the employee if the employer had knowledge of the individual’s misclassification.
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The court may award damages in the amount of any wages, salary, employment benefits, including expenses
incurred by the employee that would otherwise have been covered by insurance or other compensation lost to
the individual, a reasonable attorney fee, and the costs incurred by the employee to bring action. The measure
provides that an individual who performs services for a person for remuneration shall be presumed to be an
employee unless it is shown that the individual is an independent contractor as determined under the Internal
Revenue Service guidelines.
HB 1646 Board of Contractors Requirements: Effective July 1, 2020, this bill provides that the Board
for Contractors shall require a contractor to appropriately classify all workers as employees or independent
contractors, pursuant to law. Any contractor who is found to have intentionally misclassified any worker is
subject to sanction by the Board of Contractors.
SB 48 and HB337 Wage Theft Discrimination: Effective July 1, 2020, an employer is prohibited from
discharging or otherwise discriminating against an employee because such employee has filed any complaint or
instituted or caused to be instituted any proceeding, testified, or is about to testify in any proceeding related to
nonpayment of wages.
SB 49 and HB 336 Wage Theft Investigations: Effective July 1, 2020, the Commissioner of DOLI is
authorized to investigate whether an employer has failed or refused to make a required payment of wages to an
employee who has filed a complaint. The bill also includes employees under the same accused employer who
may have not filed a complaint but who it is reasonable to believe are experiencing wage theft. After initial
complaints, written complaints or written and signed consent is not needed to institute proceedings on behalf of
any employee against his or her employer for nonpayment of wages.
Labor Law Violations on Virginia Public Works Contracts
While the legislation outlined above has significantly strengthened the protections available to Virginia’s
workers, enforcement and prevention of violations continue to be key. Nowhere is this more obvious than on
state public works projects, where evidence suggests wage theft and misclassification continue to harm workers
despite the myriad rules in place to prevent them. Earlier this year, for example, a state investigation found that
contractors working on the new Virginia General Assembly building had misclassified dozens of workers and
thereby defrauded them of overtime pay and benefits including workers’ compensation and unemployment
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insurance.3 As a top buyer of goods and services across the state, the Commonwealth must ensure that these
occurrences are not commonplace and that the public sector serves as a model for the private sector.
The Virginia General Assembly acknowledged the importance of ensuring compliance with labor laws
on public works projects during the 2020 Special Session, when Delegate Carr introduced a budget amendment
directing the Governor’s Secretary of Labor to review the issue. The language is as follows:
"E.1. The Commonwealth's Chief Workforce Advisor to the Governor shall convene a workgroup to review the
Commonwealth's state public works payment process to contractor employees to identify whether
misclassification of workers is a prevalent problem. If the findings reveal such misclassification, the workgroup
shall identify and make process improvement recommendations to correct any identified issues.”
The resulting workgroup affirmed the reality of labor law violations on state contracts and the
importance of addressing this issue for the benefit of workers, law-abiding contractors, and Virginia taxpayers.
Members of the workgroup and other subject matter experts raised a variety of concerns with the public works
bidding and payment process that served as the basis for the final policy considerations. Their consensus was
that as both a major market participant and protector of the public interest, the Commonwealth must ensure the
highest standards of legal conformity are met on both publicly and privately supported job sites. Virginia is well
positioned to serve as a model of good business practice for private and local public employers to follow by
more effectively enforcing its labor laws on state publicly funded job sites, incentivizing good business
practices, and supporting a culture of compliance.

3

Martz, Michael, March 5, 2021, State probe finds worker misclassification in construction of new General Assembly building,
Richmond-Times Dispatch,
https://richmond.com/news/state-and-regional/govt-and-politics/state-probe-finds-worker-misclassification-in-construction-of-new-ge
neral-assembly-building/article_e5ba1226-d97b-560e-8052-ff227b5cc784.html.
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III. Multi-State Survey of Relevant Labor Laws
While federal statutes such as the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) and Davis-Bacon Act have
far-reaching impacts on United States labor laws, individual states also have significant leeway to shape and
enhance their realization. As Justice Louis Brandeis said in New State Ice Co. v. Liebmann, 285 U.S. 262
(1932): states serve as critical “laboratories of democracy” by searching for their own unique solutions to
difficult problems.
For this reason, the Virginia Secretary of Labor, in collaboration with the Virginia Department of Labor
and Industry (DOLI), commissioned a study from George Mason University (GMU) of applicable labor laws
across the following 11 states: Maryland, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, Connecticut, Illinois,
Minnesota, Nebraska, Montana, Oregon, and Washington. GMU was tasked with identifying statutes in both
law and regulation that:
❖ address wage theft, by that name or otherwise;
❖ require or authorize state agencies to share information and coordinate actions regarding employers
found to have engaged in wage and hour violations, especially in the field of employee
misclassification;
❖ prescribe standards or principles by which employee/independent classification decisions are made;
❖ address exempt/nonexempt standards for considering alleged wage and hour violations;
❖ address payroll fraud perpetrated by government contractors specifically;
❖ impose payroll certification requirements as part of a public project prevailing wage statute; and
❖ provide civil or criminal sanctions for “labor trafficking.”
There are several areas where the analysis of other states reveals potential challenges, opportunities, and
uncharted territory for the Commonwealth as it works to ensure compliance with labor laws on state contracts.
The following observations in particular have informed the policy considerations that will follow in this report.
For additional information, GMU’s full analysis is available in Appendix D.
Inter-agency Information Sharing: Three observations arise on this topic: (a) most of the surveyed states
have not yet taken steps to require or even encourage information sharing across agencies where labor law
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violations have occurred; (b) that seems likely to change in the short term, as a number of states (e.g. New York,
Oregon) have empaneled groups of experts and stakeholders with the goal of improving cross-agency
communications; and (c) some states have established information-sharing mandates that require relevant
enforcement agencies to collaborate. Beyond information sharing, some states have also authorized
cross-agency agreements regarding prosecution or enforcement of possible labor law violators.
Payroll Fraud By Government Contractors: Few states among those studied have independent criminal
or civil statutes addressing this issue. This appears to be likely because other, less specific statutory schemes
address the subject adequately. Most states have a “little False Claims Act,” patterned to one degree or another
on the federal statute of that name. These statutes usually (although not always) act as “private attorney general”
statutes that encourage civilians aware of fraud against the government to alert state officials and either share in
the damages that flow from government prosecution of a civil case or allow the individual to prosecute the
action on his or her own. Even where no state False Claims Act exists, criminal sanctions are available against
one who attempts to defraud the government.
Payroll Certification As to Prevailing Wage Compliance: Just as many states have their own FLSA-type
statutory regimes and “little False Claims Act” statutes, many have their own “little Davis-Bacon” prevailing
wage statutes. In the prevailing wage area, however, the states stray further from the federal design. The GMU
report focused specifically on the question of whether the studied states have a requirement that a contractor or
subcontractor (or the former on behalf of the latter) must certify that they have been paying, or have paid, the
prevailing wage on their projects. Some require an oath and affirmation both on the front end (in the contract),
during (in periodic bi-monthly or monthly payroll statements), and on the back end (before the project is finally
accepted by the agency). Others require what is called a “certification,” but without the explicit requirement that
it be under oath. Others require no statement at all until the matter has been drawn into question by an allegation
of wrongdoing. Finally, the consequences of a failure to certify or pay the prevailing wage vary considerably, in
some cases leading to long-term debarment.
For additional information, GMU’s full analysis is available in Appendix D.
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IV. Policy Considerations
The five recommendations outlined in this section were developed through external research,
discussions with workgroup members, and feedback from public comment. Each recommendation is associated
with several policies for consideration that fall into one or more of the following categories: Legislative
(including budget amendments), Agency, and/or Executive Branch. Budget implications are outlined where
applicable.
It is important to note that while many of the following recommendations refer broadly to state
contracting and enforcement agencies, there are many other categories of organizations engaged in the
procurement of goods and services across the Commonwealth. All initiatives should be developed with this in
mind by incorporating covered institutions and local governments where possible.
Recommendations
1. (Page 13) The Commonwealth should take full advantage of debarment as a tool for preventing
individuals or firms that willfully and repeatedly violate state labor laws from participating on
future public works projects. Policies for consideration include: A) expanded grounds for debarment,
B) federal debarment reciprocity, and C) the extension of debarment to other relevant entities.

2. (Page 15) The Commonwealth should establish processes and mechanisms for more strategic
enforcement of labor law violations on state public works projects. Policies for consideration
include: A) an interagency advisory council, B) enhanced data sharing, C) enforcement of Virginia’s
labor laws through the Virginia Fraud Against Taxpayers Act, D) a centralized repository for
subcontractor information, and E) proactive auditing of contractor data.

3. (Page 18) The Commonwealth should require firms to certify compliance with relevant labor laws
as a minimum standard for contracting with the state. Policies for consideration include: A) a
monthly certified payroll requirement, and B) required compliance with state and federal labor laws.

4. (Page 21) The Commonwealth should bolster its complaint-based enforcement model by ensuring
that workers know their rights and are more easily able to submit a complaint. Policies for
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consideration include: A) an online reporting method for worker complaints, B) an outreach campaign to
workers and employers, and C) certification and professional development requirements for contractors.

5. (Page 24) The Commonwealth should develop standards for the use of independent contractors on
state job sites to prevent misclassification before it occurs. Policies for consideration include: A) an
independent contractor waiver requirement and B) an independent contractor registration requirement.

Several policies were submitted during the public comment period but require additional research before
implementation. These are listed under Additional Considerations.
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Recommendation 1. The Commonwealth should take full advantage of debarment as a tool for
preventing individuals or firms that willfully and repeatedly violate state labor laws from participating
on future public works projects.
In the event that a contractor is found to have violated certain state or local laws, the Virginia Public
Procurement Act (VPPA) authorizes debarment of the business “from contracting for particular types of
supplies, services, insurance or construction, for specified periods of time.”4 Entities can be debarred for a
variety of reasons including a breach of contract with a state agency, bribery of a procurement official, or the
violation of anti-discrimination provisions.5 This is a powerful tool for ensuring that the state avoids doing
business with non-responsible contractors and thereby decreases the likelihood of future illegal activity on state
public works projects.
While the Virginia Code generally allows for debarment for “any cause indicating that the individual or
firm lacks the moral and business integrity and reliability that will assure good faith performance6,” additional
clarity is needed on the specific labor law violations that would constitute grounds for debarment in the
Commonwealth. At the federal level, for example, the Secretary of Labor is explicitly authorized to debar
contractors under the Walsh-Healey Act (41 U.S.C. § 37), the Davis-Bacon Act (40 U.S.C.§ 3144), and the
Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. § 1368), among others. 7 The Commonwealth should evaluate where an expansion
of its own debarment authority beyond misclassification8 would be warranted in order to cover more instances
of noncompliance with local, state, and/or federal labor laws.
Policies for Consideration
A. Expanded Grounds for Debarment (Legislative): Virginia could prevent all public bodies and covered
institutions from awarding a contract to any employer who is found to have willfully and repeatedly violated
state labor laws. In parity with the existing penalty for misclassification, this would entail debarment for a

4

VA. Code §§ 2.2-4300 to -4377, https://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacodefull/title2.2/chapter43/.
Note that certain entities and procurements are exempt from the Virginia Public Procurement Act.
5
Division of Purchases and Supply, Department of General Services, (VA), 2019, A Vendor’s Guide on How to do Business with the
Commonwealth of Virginia, Commonwealth of Virginia, pg. 54, section 7-20,
https://dgs.virginia.gov/globalassets/business-units/dps/documents/vendorsmanual/vendorsmanual_2019_final.pdf.
6
VA. Code §2.2-4300 to -4377.
7
Congressional Research Service, Debarment and Suspension of Government Contractors: An Overview of the Law Including recently
Enacted and proposed Amendments (RL34753), Prepared by Kate M. Manuel, 2008, https://sgp.fas.org/crs/misc/RL34753.pdf.
8
VA. Code § 58.1-1902. h ttps://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacode/58.1-1902/.
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period of up to one year from the date of the notice for a second offense and for a period of up to three years
for a third or subsequent offense. In line with states such as New Jersey and Pennsylvania, Virginia labor
laws for which a violation would constitute grounds for debarment could include those governing overtime
wages, minimum wage standards, prevailing wage standards, discrimination in wages, occupational safety,
and child labor. DOLI or other relevant enforcement authority would be responsible for notifying all public
bodies and covered institutions of the name of the employer in the event of a violation.

B. Federal Debarment Reciprocity (Legislative): Virginia could establish a reciprocal statute that prevents
any contractor debarred by the federal government from being awarded a Virginia public works contract
unless the relevant state agency or authority determines that it is in the best interest of the Commonwealth,
pursuant to the authority’s written debarment policy9. In New York, agencies and/or authorities refer to the
federal System for Award Management at the following link to determine if a bidder has been federally
debarred: https://sam.gov/content/home/. Further research is needed to determine if a reciprocal statute for
debarment in other U.S. states is feasible.

C. Extension of Debarment to Other Relevant Entities (Legislative): The Commonwealth could codify the
ability of contracting agencies to extend its debarment to other entities that have a common ownership
relationship with the debarred contractor in order to limit a business owner’s ability to hide under another
entity. NJ Rev Stat § 34:11-56.38 (2013) may serve as an example.10 While this is already practiced by DGS,
additional consideration is needed into how this might be extended to other contracting bodies in the
Commonwealth.

9

Department of Transportation (VA), n.d., Debarment and/or Suspension Policy,
https://www.virginiadot.org/projects/resources/Exhibit_D_debarment_procedures.pdf.
10
N.J. Code § 34:11 - 56.38, https://law.justia.com/codes/new-jersey/2013/title-34/section-34-11-56.38/.
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Recommendation 2. The Commonwealth should establish processes and mechanisms for more strategic
enforcement of labor law violations on state public works projects.
For the purposes of this report, “strategic enforcement” is defined as an approach that uses state
agencies’ limited enforcement resources in a data-driven and deliberate manner in order to enhance their overall
impact on employer behavior. This can include using data to map out geographic or industry trends across labor
law violations, going beyond complaints to conduct audits and proactive investigations in high-risk sectors, and
collaborating with businesses at the top of their industry that have a strong history of compliance. Research has
shown that while complaint-based enforcement is more likely to reveal a violation, strategic enforcement has
greater ripple effects on compliance across the industry.11 Additional research is needed, but the following
policies represent the beginnings of a more strategic enforcement infrastructure for the Commonwealth.
Policies for Consideration
A. Interagency Advisory Council for Ongoing Coordination (Legislative, Executive Branch, Agency): In
a manner similar to New York, Virginia could establish a permanent interagency council to combat wage
theft and misclassification on both state public works projects and within the private sector12. The
Interagency Advisory Council Against Worker Exploitation would be responsible for regularly monitoring
data on labor law compliance on state contracts, analyzing strategic enforcement strategies for potential
implementation, gathering input from the public, and developing ongoing recommendations to the Virginia
General Assembly and Governor. This group could also be responsible for evaluating the strategies within
this report that have been flagged as needing further research.

B. Enhanced Data Sharing (Legislative, Agency): The Commonwealth could establish a legislative mandate
that all relevant regulatory and contracting agencies cooperate to share information on confirmed labor law
violations to better streamline statewide enforcement activities.
Currently, the Virginia Department of Taxation is required to refer information on employers determined to
have misclassified their employees to regulating agencies such as the Virginia Department of Labor and
Industry, Virginia Employment Commission, and Department of Small Business and Supplier Diversity.
11

Weil, David, 2010, Improving Workplace Conditions Through Strategic Enforcement, Boston University,
https://www.dol.gov/sites/dolgov/files/WHD/legacy/files/strategicEnforcement.pdf.
12
N.Y. Executive Order 2016-159, July 20, 2016, https://www.governor.ny.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/EO_159.pdf.
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VOSH will also refer contractors that are found to be unlicensed on state job sites to DPOR/VEC. The data
sharing mandate would expand this activity among the members of the aforementioned interagency council
and include a requirement that agencies develop common data standards and a data-sharing agreement.

C. Enforcement of Virginia Labor Laws through the Virginia Fraud Against Taxpayers Act (Executive,
Agency): The Office of the Governor and relevant regulatory agencies could collaborate with the Office of
the Attorney General to establish a process for the prosecution of unlawful contractors on state projects
through the Virginia Fraud Against Taxpayers Act. 13 Other states such as Massachusetts and Illinois have
taken advantage of their false claims statute to target contractors who have falsely certified information to
the state with regards to prevailing wage, wage theft, and misclassification.14 This approach, with more
substantial penalties than those in existing labor law, could be strategically employed against instances of
willful and egregious misclassification or wage theft.

D. Centralized Repository for Subcontractor Information (Agency): The Public Body Procurement
Workgroup, established through a 2021 budget amendment and led by DGS, was tasked with providing best
practices associated with oversight of subcontracts to include reporting requirements for payroll records,
contracts, and payments to other businesses.15 In alignment with this group’s recommendations, the
Commonwealth should consider instituting a process whereby prime contractors, state agencies, and
covered institutions provide awarded capital outlay contracts above $3 million in a centralized reporting
system. This would provide the state with greater visibility into the presence and activity of subcontractors
on state public works projects.
Prime contractors would be required to gather the information from their subcontractors for entry into
this system. Information requirements to achieve SWaM and oversight goals through centralized reporting
would be determined by the audit and enforcement agencies within the aforementioned interagency council.
Consideration is needed into the specific data elements that will be gathered, particularly if the state adopted
a monthly certified payroll requirement as outlined under Recommendation 3. If developed, this method
13

VA. Code § 5.01-216.3, h ttps://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacode/title8.01/chapter3/section8.01-216.3/.
Ortiz, Nicholas F. (2016). “Prevailing Wage and False Claims Acts,” Massachusetts Wage Law,
https://masswagelaw.com/prevailing-wage-false-claims-act/.
15
VA. H.B. 1800, Item 82 #1h, 2021 Special Session I, 2021,
https://budget.lis.virginia.gov/amendment/2021/2/HB1800/Introduced/FA/82/1h/
14
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should be efficient and effective for state agencies, covered institutions, and contractors, which may include
building interfaces between purchasing systems.
Preliminary Fiscal Impact: It is anticipated that the aforementioned audit and enforcement agencies will
require additional investigators to audit subcontractor data. There will also be a cost for centralized
reporting that involves linking the state’s existing procurement system (eVA) with those of six higher
education, or “covered”, institutions. Additional information is needed before the fiscal impact can be
determined.

E. Proactive Auditing of Contractor Data (Agency): Audit and enforcement agencies with authority to
ensure compliance and oversight could perform an audit of selected contractor data. The selection of
contractors to be audited would be done in a manner prescribed and/or facilitated by the audit agency and in
collaboration with the aforementioned interagency council. Final audit findings, as determined by the audit
agency, should be communicated to the owner agency, DGS or appropriate covered institution, and to the
interagency council.
Preliminary Fiscal Impact: Depending on the number of audits being executed, agencies will likely
require additional staff to review the pay records and documentation of employers onsite. DOLI estimates
the need for two additional compliance officers, each at $99,070 per year, to perform audits of selected
contractor data. The Department of Taxation, which has an existing audit program for misclassification, has
also requested additional auditors and an audit team lead to conduct investigations.
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Recommendation 3. The Commonwealth should require firms to certify compliance with relevant labor
laws as a minimum standard for contracting with the state.
The strategy of requiring contractors to certify relevant information to the state, often employed at the
federal level, allows non-compliance to be identified more promptly and establishes a paper trail for
enforcement authorities to later follow. It could also potentially preempt violations of the law by ensuring that
prospective bidders are educated on their minimum contractual obligations.
Policies for Consideration
A. Monthly Certified Payroll Requirement (Legislative, Agency): Virginia could establish a monthly
payroll certification requirement for contracting employers to ensure that they are meeting their prevailing
wage obligations, including both hourly pay and fringe benefits, throughout the length of the contract.
In line with comparable states such as Maryland and New Jersey, DOLI would need an online system to
receive the certified payroll submissions and sufficient staff to monitor and conduct audits based on
complaints and/or inconsistencies flagged within the data. Per input from workgroup members, it is
recommended that Virginia use similar technology systems and/or processes to those that are required at the
federal level, making them more easily incorporated into many contractors’ existing business processes.
Additionally, while employers are currently required to maintain records of wages and provide them to the
Commissioner upon request, there is no penalty for a failure to do so. Several states surveyed by George
Mason University for this report have instituted penalties for a failure to provide records, and for a failure to
certify payroll where required. Alongside the institution of a monthly certified payroll requirement, the
Commonwealth should also establish either a set fine or a per day, per employee penalty for
non-compliance.16
Preliminary Fiscal Impact: It is estimated that this policy would have a general fund expenditure impact
on DOLI, which would be responsible for administering the monthly certified payroll program. DOLI
anticipates that start-up costs will be $1.1 million in FY 2023 and ongoing operational costs will be
$542,063 annually.

16

See Appendix D. Pg. 56, multi-state survey
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DOLI anticipates that five additional staff (FTEs), including four labor law compliance officers and one
financial services specialist, would be needed to monitor data and conduct audits. Most of the investigations
will require regular onsite visits but some may involve inquiries into more complex fiscal dealings involving
the fringe benefits that are part of most prevailing wage determinations. Maryland, which received 154,000
certified payrolls per year, has five employees to monitor the system. New Jersey estimates that four of their
labor law investigators have been needed. The estimated recurring cost for these five additional staff is
$498,063.
In addition to staffing, DOLI estimates that it would require start-up costs of approximately $600,000 in
order to upgrade its payment of wage computer system to a more modern and responsive program. This
upgrade would include a portal for employers to submit their monthly certified payroll information as well
as an online complaint form as described under Recommendation 4. Recurring expenses would include a
yearly licensing fee of $24,000 for the payment of wage system and an ongoing VITA security scan for
$20,000 that is conducted to ensure personally identifiable information remains protected.

B. Required Compliance with State and Federal Labor Laws (Legislative): Within the state’s process for
competitive sealed bidding or competitive negotiation under the Virginia Public Procurement Act (VPPA),
public bodies could be required to include in every written contract a provision that prospective contractors
must be in compliance with the labor laws of the Commonwealth, other U.S. states, and/or the federal
government, and that they are not currently debarred in any of these jurisdictions. Labor laws for
certification could include those governing overtime wages, minimum wage standards, prevailing wage
standards, discrimination in wages, occupational safety, and child labor. The written contracts should
include language and an overview of the applicable laws to support the education of the prospective
contractor, to be developed by DGS in collaboration with the relevant labor agencies.
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This provision would allow DGS to immediately institute debarment proceedings if they find, based on
information provided from an enforcement agency such as DOLI, that a contractor has falsely certified theri
compliance with labor laws. An additional penalty, such as a fine or Class 1 misdemeanor, could also be
established for violations of this rule but should be administered by the enforcement agency rather than the
contracting entity.
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Recommendation 4. The Commonwealth should bolster its complaint-based enforcement model by
ensuring that workers know their rights and are more easily able to submit a complaint.
While an important component of federal, state, and local enforcement infrastructure, the approach of
requiring workers to complain to the relevant agency when they suspect that their labor rights have been
violated has significant limitations. Research shows that the number of worker complaints regarding minimum
wage, for example, is often significantly lower than the number of violations occurring in a given industry.17
This demonstrates the importance of educating workers on their rights and removing barriers to the complaint
process to increase the likelihood that victims access protection.
Policies for Consideration
A. Online Reporting Method for Worker Complaints (Legislative, Agency): Virginia could require that
DOLI establish a central online form for workers, including those employed by state contractors, to submit
payment of wage, minimum wage, and overtime complaints electronically. This tool should be prominently
displayed on the agency’s website alongside existing electronic forms and other methods of complaint for
labor law violations such as misclassification, occupational safety, etc., all of which should be available in
multiple languages.
Currently, Virginians may only submit a claim for unpaid wages by U.S. postal mail.18 Taxpayers must
contact the Department of Taxation’s Customer Service Unit regarding instances of potential
misclassification. The Commonwealth would be following the example set by states such as Kentucky,
Colorado, and Idaho by removing these barriers to an already difficult process for workers.
Preliminary Fiscal Impact: It is estimated that this policy would have a general fund expenditure impact
on DOLI, which would be responsible for developing the form and responding to complaints. DOLI
anticipates that costs will be $472,202 annually, beginning in FY 2023.

17

Weil, David & Pyles, Amanda, 2005. Why Complain? Complaints, Compliance, and the Problem of Enforcement in the U.S.
Workplace. Comparative Labor Law & Policy Journal, 27(59). https://hctar.seas.harvard.edu/files/hctar/files/hr08.pdf.
18
Department of Labor and Industry (VA). (n.d.). Labor and Employment Law Forms. Labor & Employment Law.
https://www.doli.virginia.gov/labor-law/claim-for-unpaid-wages-form/.
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DOLI anticipates five staff (FTEs), including three labor law compliance officers and two assistance
compliance officers, will be needed to process the additional complaints resulting from an online form.
DOLI previously established an online system for the receipt of child labor work permits and began
receiving double the number of permit applications, likely due to the ease of submission. These submissions
are often incomplete and require significant staff time for follow-up. Five employees are now dedicated to
the processing of child labor permit submittals. Based on this experience, as well as the fact that recent
legislation has added minimum wage and overtime wage claims to those processed by DOLI, the agency
estimates that five additional staff are needed at a recurring cost of $472,202.
The online form will require a technology solution in addition to staffing. The development of this form is
included in the estimate for technology previously outlined under Recommendation 3.
B. Outreach Campaign to Workers and Employers (Executive, Agency): State enforcement agencies such
as DOLI and Tax could jointly launch an education and outreach campaign in multiple languages that
targets employees on state contracts with information about their rights and employers with their
obligations. This would include close collaboration with labor unions, immigrant advocacy organizations,
and employment attorneys who already have strong relationships with workers and employers. The
approach could also serve as a pilot for a potential statewide approach to workers’ education beyond state
contracts.

C. Certification and Professional Development for Contracting (Agency): Any state employee who
oversees capital outlay construction contracts with a value as defined by the applicable Appropriations Act
could be required to take an online or face to face certification course by 2023. Information about new labor
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laws specific to construction projects would also need to be integrated into any procurement officer annual
training.
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Recommendation 5. The Commonwealth should develop standards for the use of independent
contractors on state job sites in order to prevent misclassification before it occurs.
As outlined in Governor Northam’s 2020 Report from the Inter-Agency Taskforce on Misclassification
and Payroll Fraud, “the misclassification of actual employees as independent contractors creates a competitive
disadvantage for Virginia businesses that follow the law, deprives the Commonwealth of millions of dollars in
tax revenues, and prevents workers from receiving protections and benefits to which they legally are entitled.”19
The negative impacts are compounded when this practice occurs on state public works contracts, thereby
limiting Virginia’s ability to serve as a model employer for the private sector.
Recent Virginia legislation instituted significant penalties for misclassification, including debarment, as
well as a private cause of action for victims. However, many states have gone further to establish standards and
processes that proactively limit opportunities for contractors to misclassify workers. Additional research is
needed, but the Commonwealth should consider one or more of the following approaches to prevent this
damaging practice on state job sites.
Policies for Consideration
A. Independent Contractor Waiver Requirement (Legislative): Building on previously proposed legislation
such as Senator McPike’s SB 1305, the Commonwealth could establish an independent contractor waiver
requirement whereby contractors on state public works projects may only permit the use of independent
contractors by their subcontractors if they have received approval from the relevant contracting authority.20
Versions of this model have been established in the Commonwealth for the Amazon, Inc. headquarters
project in Northern Virginia21 and University of Virginia capital outlay projects, among others.
In alignment with SB 1305, the requirement would apply to all public bodies in a locality with a population
in excess of 25,000 and covered institutions executing construction contracts of more than $500,000.
However, the mandate should not limit contractors’ use of subcontractors given the concerns of several
19

The Inter-Agency Taskforce on Misclassification and Payroll Fraud (VA), 2019, Report for Executive Order 38 (EO38),
https://www.governor.virginia.gov/media/governorvirginiagov/governor-of-virginia/pdf/Final_Worker-Misclassification-Report.pdf.
20
VA. S.B. 1305, 2021 Regular Session, 2021, https://lis.virginia.gov/cgi-bin/legp604.exe?211+sum+SB1305.
21
Sullivan, Patricia, December 14, 2019, Amazon gets final approval for its new HQ in Arlington County, despite protest by organized
labor, The Washington Post,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/virginia-politics/amazon-gets-final-okay-for-its-new-hq-in-arlington-despite-organized-labor-p
rotest/2019/12/14/40b37760-1c90-11ea-b4c1-fd0d91b60d9e_story.html.
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workgroup members that this would pose a significant barrier to their ability to complete projects. It is also
recommended that the provision apply to all independent contractors, rather than just those representing
over 10% of the cost of the project. Additional consideration is needed into the appropriate grounds for a
waiver.

B. Independent Contractor Registration (Legislative, Agency): Virginia could require any independent
contractor seeking to work on a publicly procured project to register through the Department of Professional
and Occupational Regulation (DPOR) by 2023. This process would support independent contractors in
knowing their employment rights, ensure that they have accurate information about misclassification,
payroll fraud, and wage theft, and help employers identify independent contractors on the job.
A potential pitfall of this approach is the risk that employers will coerce workers, particularly those who are
undocumented, into registering as independent contractors erroneously. In this case, a worker’s registration
would not have legal standing but could serve as a disincentive to speak up about misclassification if they
are not aware of their rights. For this reason, it is critical that any registration process strike a balance
between being accessible and requiring sufficient documentation from the worker to assert that an
independent contractor status is accurate for their situation. Such documentation could include proof of
liability insurance or workers’ compensation.
An alternate version of this strategy could require registration by all independent contractors, regardless of
their work in the private or public sector. Additional research is needed into the efficacy of this approach in
Montana and the strategies for ensuring that registered independent contractors are not vulnerable to
coercion or miseducation through the registration process.22

22

Department of Labor and Industry (MT), (n.d.), Rule: 24.35.101, Independent Contractor Exemption Certificate,
https://rules.mt.gov/gateway/RuleNo.asp?RN=24%2E35%2E101.
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Additional Considerations
The following policies were submitted during the public comment period but require additional research before
implementation. These may be areas for future study by the aforementioned Interagency Taskforce Against
Worker Exploitation.
❖ Higher Education Procurement: Examine the existing procurement practices of higher education
institutions and evaluate if any of the policies/procedures outlined in this report should be incorporated
into their Memoranda of Understanding with the state.
❖ Wage and Hour Complaint Hotline: Establish a phone hotline as an easier means for workers to submit
wage and hour complaints. DOLI currently has a phone number where individuals may receive
assistance with filing, but the agency does not have a dedicated staff person available during all business
hours and can only take one call at a time. A system upgrade and additional staff would be required.
❖ VDOT Prequalification Criteria: Amend VDOT’s prequalification criteria to include more stringent
scoring for violations of wage-and-hour, licensing, or safety laws.
❖ Ban on Bid Shopping: Explicitly prohibit practices that encourage bid shopping on public works
projects.
❖ Construction-Specific Independent Contractor Criteria: As in New York, establish a separate standard
for determining whether a worker is an independent contractor in the construction industry specifically.
❖ Expansion of Public Posting Requirements: Ensure that employers are required to publicly post all
relevant information on employees’ labor rights on state job sites.
❖ Public Works Registration Database: Require all contractors, subcontractors, and lower tier
subcontractors to register with the state before bidding on or engaging in the performance of any work
on which the payment of prevailing wage is required.
❖ Ensure Accurate Prevailing Wage Rates: Establish robust processes for the supplementation of Davis
Bacon information by industry.
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Appendix A: Workgroup Members & Contributors
Budget language directed the Secretary to convene a workgroup of stakeholders including relevant state
enforcement and contracting agencies, the business community, labor organizations, and public colleges and
universities. The Secretary consulted additional subject matter experts as needed, who are listed below
alongside members of the workgroup.
Greg Akerman - Northern Virginia Director, Baltimore/DC-Metro Building Trades
Brian Ball - Secretary of Commerce and Trade, Office of Governor Northam (with designee John Begala,
Assistant Secretary of Commerce and Trade)
David Bailey - CEO, David Bailey Associates
Bernie Brill - Executive Director, SMACNA Mid-Atlantic Chapter
Craig Burns - Commissioner, Virginia Department of Taxation
Ernie Caldwell - President, G. J. Hopkins, Inc.
The Honorable Betsy B. Carr - Delegate, Virginia House of Delegates
Ike Casey - American Subcontractors Association
Fred H. Codding - Attorney at Law
W. Mike Coppa - Director, Bureau of Capital Outlay Management, Virginia Department of General Services
Joseph Damico - Director, Virginia Department of General Services
Ray Davenport - Commissioner, Virginia Department of Labor and Industry
Robert Field - Hearing and Legal Services Officer, Virginia Department of Labor and Industry
Joe Flores - Secretary of Finance, Office of Governor Northam (with designee June Jennings, Deputy Secretary
of Finance)
Sandra Gill - Deputy Director, Virginia Department of General Services
Arleen Green - Assistant Commissioner, Office of Compliance, Virginia Department of Taxation
James R. Harvey - Partner, Vandeventer Black LLP
Mary Helmick - Director of Procurement, Virginia Tech
Grindly Johnson - Secretary of Administration, Office of Governor Northam (with designee Asif Bhavnagri,
Assistant Secretary of Administration)
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The Honorable Paul E. Krizek - Delegate, Virginia House of Delegates
Victoria Leonard - Director of Policy and Strategic Communications, Liuna Mid-Atlantic Chapter
Tony Maggio - Legislative Fiscal Analyst, Virginia House of Delegates Appropriations Committee
John McHugh - Director of Procurement Services, Virginia Commonwealth University
Kimberly McKay - Legislative Fiscal Analyst, Virginia House of Delegates Appropriations Committee
Jason Parker - President, Virginia State Building & Construction Trades
Catherine Pasqualoni - Eastern Atlantic States Regional Council of Carpenters
Brandon Robinson - CEO, Associated General Contractors of Virginia
J. Adam Rosatelli - Legislative Fiscal Analyst, Virginia Senate Finance and Appropriations Committee
Felix Schapiro – Assistant Secretary of Labor, Office of Governor Northam
Anthony Smith - Vice President, Service Contracting of Va, Inc.
Jay Stoda - Business Unit Leader, DPR Construction
Donald Sundgren - Associate Vice President and Chief Facilities Officer, University of Virginia
JT Thomas - Executive Director, Washington D.C. Chapter, National Electrical Contractors Association
Lawrence Wilder - Senior Policy Advisor, Virginia Department of Small Business and Supplier Diversity
*Report drafted by Meaghan Green, Policy & Communications Advisor to the Virginia Secretary of Labor
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Appendix C: Results of Public Comment Survey
Respondents
57 responses to the public comment survey were received on behalf of the following organizations representing
contracting employers, public works employees, independent contractors, and state regulatory and enforcement
agencies:
❖ Associated General Contractors Of
Virginia
❖ Mid-Atlantic LECET
❖ IBEW
❖ LiUNA!
❖ Independence Excavating, Inc
❖ Operating Engineers
❖ Eastern Millwright Regional Council
❖ Chewning & Wilmer, Inc.
❖ Eastern Atlantic States Regional
Council of Carpenters
❖ Iron Workers Local Union 79
❖ MAROC
❖ IAM&AW LL10
❖ RJATC
❖ Pile Drivers/Divers Local 474
❖ International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers Local 666
❖ Sprinkler Fitters Local 669
❖ Virginia Department of Small
Business and Supplier Diversity
❖ Iron Workers Employers Association
of Washington, D. C. (IWEA)
❖ BAC Local 8 SE.
❖ Branch Civil
❖ United Food and Commercial
Workers Local 400
❖ Richmond Electricians JATC
❖ Mid-Atlantic Pipe Trades
❖ Ironworkers International

❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Service Contracting of Virginia Inc
University of Virginia
Vandeventer Black LLP
ATU Local 1177
UA Local Union 110
VA Building Trades
Virginia Tech Procurement
CWA Virginia State Council
UAW Local 2069
Folkes Electric
IUPAT DC 51
Virginia Office of Emergency
Medical Services
Virginia Commonwealth University
Virginia Department of General
Services
ASA of Metro Washington
Foundation for Fair Contracting Mid-Atlantic Region
Virginia Department of Labor and
Industry
Alliance for Construction Excellence
(ACE)
Construction Contractors Council
CWA Local 2204
Virginia Department of Taxation
Baltimore Washington Laborers'
District Council
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Survey Questions
Respondents were asked to indicate their support for the following nine strategies for combating the
mistreatment of workers on state public works projects. These do not represent a comprehensive list of those
ultimately included in this report.
1. Virginia employers found to have violated state wage laws should be debarred from bidding on and
receiving awards for public works contracts, in alignment with existing penalties for misclassification.
2. Virginia should establish a monthly payroll certification requirement for contracting employers to ensure
that they are meeting their prevailing wage (i.e. Little Davis Bacon Act) obligations throughout the
length of their state contract.
3. An interagency task force should be formed to analyze strategic labor law enforcement strategies for
potential implementation in Virginia and develop ongoing recommendations to the General Assembly
and the Governor. For the purposes of this survey, “strategic enforcement” is defined as an approach that
uses limited agency resources in a strategic and data-driven manner in order to enhance the overall
impact of state labor law enforcement on employer behavior.
4. Virginia should require enforcement and contracting agencies to establish data collection standards and a
data-sharing agreement to share information on employers who have been found guilty of labor law
violations.
5. Virginia should work to enhance data collection on and monitoring of subcontractors to ensure that the
state has sufficient information about all actors working on state projects.
6. Virginia should establish a reciprocal debarment statute that ensures any contractor debarred by the U.S.
Department of Labor for labor law violations is also debarred from working on Virginia public works
projects.
7. Virginia should establish a requirement that any independent contractor who works on a publicly
procured project must register through the Department of Professional and Occupational Regulation
(DPOR) by 2023.
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8. The Virginia Department of Labor (DOLI) should establish an online form for all Virginia workers,
including those employed by state contractors, to electronically submit complaints of potential wage
theft in addition to by mail.
9. Virginia should coordinate with state enforcement agencies to create an education and outreach
campaign targeting employees on state contracts about their rights under the law. This would include
close collaboration with organizations that already have strong relationships with workers and could
serve as a pilot for a potential statewide approach to workers’ education (beyond state contracts).

Results
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Appendix D: Multi-State Survey of Relevant Labor Laws
The report that follows responds to a request from Secretary Healy to survey certain wage and hour-related
statutes in 11 states (Connecticut, Illinois, Maryland, Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania, Oregon, and Washington), with a focus on wage theft, worker classification, and prevailing
wages issues.23 More specifically, our team was asked to identify statutes in these 11 states that:
❖ address wage theft, by that name or otherwise;
❖ require or authorize state agencies to share information and coordinate actions regarding employers
found to have engaged in wage and hour violations, especially in the field of employee
misclassification;
❖ prescribe standards or principles by which employee/independent classification decisions are made;
❖ address exempt/nonexempt standards for considering alleged wage and hour violations;
❖ specifically address payroll fraud by government contractors;
❖ impose payroll certification requirements as part of a public project prevailing wage statute; and
❖ provide civil or criminal sanctions for “labor trafficking.”
We hope this report is useful in considering “next steps” in the Commonwealth’s efforts to strengthen wage
and hour and procurement compliance by its contractors, and more broadly, to provide its citizens with an
assurance that employers are complying with their statutory obligations and that their tax money is well spent.
It has been an honor to help advance that important policy goal.

23

The GMU team was assigned research and reporting tasks. The information contained in this report is provided for informational
purposes, and should not be construed as legal advice on any subject or to create an attorney-client relationship.

